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I am pleased to issue a Revised Supplemental Policy on the use of conducted energy
devices (CEDs). The new policy, a copy of which is attached, takes effect immediately and
replaces the original conducted energy device policy that had been issued on November 23, 2009.
I am also attaching a document that succinctly explains some of the more significant changes that
have been made to the original CED policy.

Many law enforcement professionals had expressed concem that the original policy was
too restrictive in that it had imposed arbitrary limits on the number, rank, and duty assignment of
police officers who might be allowed to carry and use a conducted energy device. A number of
law enforcement professionals had also expressed concem that the original policy prohibited
officers from using a conducted energy device in certain circumstances where this less-lethal
weapon might help to resolve a confrontation before it becomes necessary for an officer to resort
to deadly force. In some instances, the original policy would have prohibited the use of a
conducted energy device even though an officer would be authorized to use lethal force.
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As you know, this past summer, I asked the Division of Criminal Justice to reach out to
the law enforcement community to solicit specific comments and recommendations on how to
improve this aspect of New Jersey’s use of force policy. I am very thankful for all of the
thoughtful comments that we received. A clear consensus emerged on what needed to be done to
improve the original conducted energy device policy, and these recommendations are reflected in
the attached revised supplemental policy.

It is important to note that the revised policy continues to impose significant restrictions
on the use of these weapons by police officers. For example, a conducted energy device may not
be used against a person who is only passively resisting law enforcement commands. Rather,
this weapon may only be fired against a person when necessary to prevent the targeted person
from causing death or serious bodily injury to him/herself, an officer, or another person, or to
prevent the escape of a person for whom there is probable cause to arrest for a crime in which the
suspect ca~ or attempted to cause ~th or serious bod~’y irijC_~ Asid~f~6~~h-ing
strict substantive standards for when a law enforcement officer is authorized to fire or discharge a
CED, the attached revised policy continues to impose strict procedural safeguards, including a
requirement that a digital video recording be made of every instance where the device is
discharged. Furthermore, the revised policy continues to require police departments to conduct a
prompt, thorough investigation after every discharge of a conducted energy device. The findings
of these investigations must be reviewed by the County Prosecutor, and then forwarded to me.

Once again, I am grateful for the input that my office received from the law enforcement
community on this important public and officer safety initiative. I remain convinced that
collaboration and consultation produces the best results, and in this instance, I think that we have
come up with a fair and balanced use of force policy that will, ultimately, provide police officers
with a practical alterative to using deadly force in appropriate situations. Any questions
conceming the implementation of the revised CED policy should be directed to Division of
Criminal Justice Director Stephen J. Taylor, or his designee.

Paula T. Dow
Attorney General

Dated: October 7, 2010

Co First Assistant Attorney General Phillip H. Kwon
Carolyn Murray, Counsel to the Attorney General






























